FLATWARE HOLDERS
Sherry Titzer - http://www.atimetostitch.com
Supplies:
Fabric for top cuff and bottom of flatware holder
Pellon stitch 'n tear - tear away stabilizer
Light weight fusible interfacing - iron to wrong side of cuff and flatware holder fabric pieces
Wonder Under - paper back transfer fusing web (3/4" wide roll & and flat stock for appliqué pieces)
Follow the fabric cutting/preparation instructions in the text files provided with your designs.

1. Hoop tear away stabilizer. Stitch placement outline on 2. Center fabric inside outline keeping bottom of fabric even
stabilizer only, no fabric yet. Notice the little placement
with outline bottom. Center cuff fabric with unfinished edge
lines stitched on each side!
even with placement marks on sides. Tape all in place.

3. Next step tacks both pieces down.

4. Trim bottom edge of the cuff fabric close to the stitches.

5. Next step finishes bottom of cuff and stitches the
appliqué outline.

6. Place prepared appliqué fabric over outline.

7. Next step tacks appliqué fabric down. Trim fabric
close to outline (next step finishes appliqué edge). Now,
finish stitching design following instructions in text file.

8. When instructed, center back fabric (wrong side up) inside
outline. Note: The folded top edge of fabric should be even
with folded top edge of cuff in hoop. Tape in place at corners.

9. The next step tacks back piece of fabric down.

10. Remove from hoop, trim around design with pinking
shears. Tear away as much of the stabilizer as you can.

11. Remove wonder under paper backing at the top and
turn holder right side out. Fold cuff down to the inside at
the stitched line across the front which leaves ~ 1 1/2" of
the cuff showing. Iron with press cloth over cuff so the
wonder under will fuse the turned fabric in place.

You're finished!

